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In the Sustained Spheromak Physics Experiment, SSPX fE. B. Hooper, D. Pearlstein, and D. D.
Ryutov, Nucl. Fusion 39, 863 s1999dg, progress has been made in understanding the mechanisms
that generate fields by helicity injection. SSPX injects helicity slinked magnetic fluxd from 1 m
diameter magnetized coaxial electrodes into a flux-conserving confinement region. Control of
magnetic fluctuations sdB /B,1% on the midplane edged yields Te profiles peaked at .200 eV.
Trends indicate a limiting beta sbe,4%–6% d, and so we have been motivated to increase Te by
operating with stronger magnetic field. Two new operating modes are observed to increase the
magnetic field: sAd Operation with constant current and spontaneous gun voltage fluctuations. In
this case, the gun is operated continuously at the threshold for ejection of plasma from the gun:
stored magnetic energy of the spheromak increases gradually with dB /B,2% and large voltage
fluctuations sdV,1 kVd, giving a 50% increase in current amplification, Itor / Igun. sBd Operation
with controlled current pulses. In this case, spheromak magnetic energy increases in a stepwise
fashion by pulsing the gun, giving the highest magnetic fields observed for SSPX s,0.7 T along the
geometric axisd. By increasing the time between pulses, a quasisteady sustainment is produced swith
periodic good confinementd, comparing well with resistive magnetohydrodynamic simulations. In
each case, the processes that transport the helicity into the spheromak are inductive and exhibit a
scaling of field with current that exceeds those previously obtained. We use our newly found scaling
to suggest how to achieve higher temperatures with a series of pulses. © 2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1878772g
I. INTRODUCTION
SSPX sSustained Spheromak Physics Experimentd was
designed to explore the physics of confinement and magnetic
field generation in a spheromak. Although magnetic field
generation has been studied for some time,1 it remains a
fruitful area of research. The original spheromak formation
scheme is attributed to Alfvén,2 and Lindberg was the first to
observe flux amplification to result from a magnetohydrody-
namic sMHDd kink.3 By use of a magnetized coaxial gun,
Turner et al. demonstrated fast formation stform,tAlfvend,4
and Jarboe et al. showed slow formation.5 Later, spheromak
magnetic fields were generated by induction.6 Recently, two
spheromaks generated by two separate guns have been
merged to form a single spheromak.7–9 The n=1 mode that
results from a kink instability of the open flux was directly
associated with current drive and field buildup before experi-
ment, labeled the “dough-hook”10 and seen in three-
dimensional s3Dd MHD simulations.11 Magnetic field gen-
eration processes in spheromaks are thought to be similar to
those that form galactic magnetic fields,12 and some evidence
exists for the magnetohydrodynamic dynamo,13 thought to be
an important process in the generation of astrophysical mag-
netic fields.
Confinement improvements in SSPX give peak Te
.200 eV and core electron thermal diffusivities of xe
,10 m2/s spreviously Te,120 eV and xe,50 m2/s were
reported14d. There is evidence for island formation, indicative
of toroidal surfaces, and most SSPX temperature data are
bounded by a be,5%.15 Given a limiting b snot necessarily
a fundamental b limitd, an increase of temperature is ob-
tained by increasing the magnetic field strength sT,bB2d,
which motivates the work presented here.
In SSPX, formation with a wide variety of initial condi-
tions gives rise to the same linear scaling of the edge poloi-
dal magnetic field with the injected current observed as a
Bp,0.0065Igun sRef. 16d fmuch the same scaling as ob-
served in SPHEX of Bp,0.0075Igun sRef. 17dg. This scaling is
produced during the period that the n=1 mode is present,
caused by the dough-hook seen in all electrostatically driven
spheromaks. Further, when a strong electrostatic driving field
is used in MHD simulations of either gun geometries or
simple cylinders, a strong current-driven n=1 instability ex-
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cited on open field lines of a plasma pinch configuration is
generally seen.11,18 It has been found for these simulations
that the peak field that can be obtained also scales as a func-
tion of the gun voltage and Lundquist number shence, also
the gun currentd.
Here we report two new methods of magnetic field gen-
eration with reference both to SSPX experimental data and
results from resistive MHD simulations in both cylindrical
and more SSPX-like geometries that exceed this linear scal-
ing. While the emphasis has been to understand the processes
by which helicity is injected into a spheromak, another
equally important end is to enhance performance by pushing
towards higher field strengths and higher temperatures. To-
wards this end an empirically derived scaling model19 is pre-
sented that details means for accessing these interesting re-
gimes.
The text is structured as follows. Section II entails a
description of the experiment and of the simulation tools
used here. Section III contains an analytic model based on
the inductive nature of the gun impedance during helicity
injection.20 In Sec. IV, new results related to the two new
operating modes are presented. Section V presents a discus-
sion of the implications of these results for the scaling to a
high temperature spheromak. Section VI contains the conclu-
sions.
II. EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION TOOLS
SSPX is a coaxial-gun-driven spheromak, similar in de-
sign to the version of the Compact Torus Experiment sCTXd
sRef. 21d that obtained a transient 400 eV electron tempera-
ture in decay. SSPX is larger in volume by a factor of 8: it
has a 1 m diameter gun of equal radius to the flux conserver
sin CTX, the diameter was 40 cmd. Nine independently pro-
grammable field coils generate the vacuum field ssee Fig 1
and Ref. 14d. In this text, reference is made to a 10-point
Profile Thomson Scattering sPTSd diagnostic, two-chord CO2
interferometer, fast charge-coupled device imaging camera,
and edge magnetic probes. Base pressures as low as
10−9 Torr have been achieved by baking, helium shot condi-
tioning, glow discharge cleaning, and Ti gettering, giving the
burn-through of most impurities and low radiated power
s,Pgun /10d. The circuit that drives SSPX is shown in Fig. 2:
a 0.5 MJ inductance, resistance, and capacitance, LRC circuit
for the formation pulse, and 1.5 MJ pulse-forming network
that can deliver constant current pulse of 200 kA for around
2 ms. Typical operating parameters are shown in Table I. The
circuit impedance exceeds that of the spheromak several
fold, which means that the circuit acts as a current source.
The voltage drop across the electrodes is measured with a
voltage divider mounted on the gun.
FIG. 1. SSPX and major components.
FIG. 2. SSPX gun circuit.
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The NIMROD three-dimensional resistive-MHD
code22,23 is used here as a primary tool for understanding
magnetic field generation in the spheromak. The simulation
domains are assumed to be bounded with perfect conductors
so that magnetic field components normal to the boundaries
and electric fields parallel to the boundaries vanish except for
time-independent, applied background vacuum magnetic
fields. The insulating gap required for applying dc voltage is
modeled by specifying a tangential electric field along the
outboard bounding wall in cylindrical-geometry computa-
tions and along the upstream end of the domain in gun-
geometry computations. SSPX simulations employed geom-
etries with aspect ratios svertical height over radiusd in the
range of 1–1.5 sSSPX is near unity in aspect ratiod, major
radius 0.5–1 m sSSPX has 0.5 m major radiusd, maximum
magnetic fields 1–2 T, plasma mass densities 104–105 larger
than in SSPX to reduce the disparity in Alfvén and resistive
times, i.e., to artificially reduce the magnetic Lundquist num-
ber which is above S,105 in hot SSPX discharges sTe
.100 eVd to a more manageable 103,S,104 in the simu-
lations swhere we use the major radius as the characteristic
length scale in the definitions of the Alfvén and resistive
timesd. In most of these simulations, fixed constants have
been assumed for the values of the electrical resistivities and
thermal conductivities.
Time histories of the global parameters in the experi-
ment ssuch as spheromak helicity content and field energyd
are inferred by fitting equilibria generated by the CORSICA
sRef. 24d code to the injected current and edge magnetic field
measured in the poloidal plane. The current profile is char-
acterized by the ratio of current to field, l=m0J ·B /B2, as is
customary in predominantly force-free plasmas. In the fits
used here, the l profile is modeled inside the separatrix as
l=ledges1+ac¯ nd / s1+ad where c¯ is a normalized flux, vary-
ing from 0 on the magnetic axis to 1 on the separatrix, a is a
fitting parameter, and ledge=lgun=l on the open field lines
outside of the separatrix. lgun=m0Igun /cgun, where Igun and
cgun are the gun current and flux. The gun voltage is Vgun.
III. HELICITY INJECTION BY INDUCTIVE
PROCESSES
Spheromak magnetic field generation is described with
the use of “magnetic helicity.” This is a measure of the link-
age of the magnetic flux, is additive, and is conserved glo-
bally in instances where magnetic energy is not e.g., in
reconnections.20 The helicity-injection rate of the gun-driven
spheromak is usually expressed in terms of the gun voltage
and the flux linking two coaxial electrodes: K˙ =2Vguncgun,
and the spheromak global helicity evolution is expressed as
Kstd = expSE
0
t
− dt
tK
D
3E
0
t
2Vgunst8dcgunst8dexpSE
0
t8 dt9
tK
Ddt8. s1d
For time scales short compared with the helicity dissipa-
tion time, tKst /tK!1d the integral can be simplified to
Kstd = E
0
t
2Vgunstdcgunstddt . s2d
In order to understand what it means to “inject helicity,” it
has been useful to determine which processes dominate Vgun
and to control these processes in the experiment. We have
considered the following contributing factors to the gun volt-
age:
Vgunstd = Vsheathstd + Vedgestd +
d
dt
fLstdIgunstdg + dVgunstd
+ DVgunstd , s3d
where Vgun is that voltage measured at the gun, Vsheath is a
cathode sheath drop, Vedge is the resistive drop in the cold
edge plasma, and dVgun+DVgun are terms related to anoma-
lous resistive processes.25 All of the terms except the
d /dtsLIgund inductive term are due to processes that dissipate
helicity ssheaths, resistive edge, etc.d. The thesis of this paper
is that the main contribution to the useful helicity-injection
rate for discrete, controllable events originates with the
d /dtsLIgund term, for which we can assume that the gun-flux
injector flux cgun is invariant ssee Discussiond. We can define
the effective helicity-injection rate in terms of the inductive
plasma processes as follows:
Kef fstd = E
0
t
2L˙ stdIcgunstddt + E
0
t
2I˙stdLcgunstddt , s4d
dKef f
dt
= 2L˙ Icgun + 2I˙Lcgun. s5d
In Eq. s5d and below, L and L˙ are redefined as appropriate
time averages, consistent with the experimental observation
that in many experimental discharges one or the other is
nearly constant for extended times.
To illustrate the inductive generation of helicity, the two
main sources of impedance understood to dominate during
helicity injection are shown in Fig. 3. For clarity, these are
labeled type I processes and type II processes. The processes
have analogs. Type I processes exhibit geometric changes
like the plasma arcades of a Jacobs ladder: an area change
results in a large dL /dt term and so the first term on the right
side of Eq. s5d is dominant. Type II processes occur like
ramping current up in a fixed geometry, like a circuit induc-
TABLE I. Typical parameters for SSPX.
Parameter Value
Major radius smd 0.5
Minor radius smd 0.2
Plasma current skAd 400
Magnetic field B0sTd 0.5
Pulse length smsd 3.5
Density sm−3d 2–10
Electron temperature seVd 200
Ion temperature seVd 600
b s%d 10
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tor which gives rise to a dI /dt term, making the second term
on the right side of Eq. s5d dominant. Therefore, to add he-
licity to a spheromak it is necessary to choose processes that
have the characteristic of inductive impedance. Two pro-
cesses that give an inductive impedance are described in the
following analytic examples.
A. Analytic expression of type I process
Consider the instance that a single current sheet is ex-
pelled from the gun. If this occurs on a time scale that is
short compared with the rate of change of gun current then
Igun,const. By ignoring resistive impedance sassuming that
this will be small in comparison with the inductive compo-
nentd the gun voltage is Vgun= IgunL˙ , and the effective
helicity-injection rate is K˙ ef f =2cgunIgunL˙ .
This injection rate can be rewritten in terms of the gun
current alone by considering the following. In order for the
sheet to be released from the gun, a pressure balance in the
gun must be met in which the axial constraining force of the
radial vacuum field is balanced by the J3B force acting on
the current sheet. The only control parameter that is varied
during this ejection process is the gun current, and so the
pressure balance is often expressed in terms of a threshold
current Ithresh. Equating magnetic pressures, the equality Bu
=Bp is obtained for the expulsion of a current sheet. Express-
ing the gun flux in terms of the gun current by using a sharp
boundary model ssee Appendix Bd one obtains an expression
for the gun flux at the time of ejection in terms of the gun
current and the gun geometry,
cgun = m0IthreshD/4, s6d
where the interelectrode gap width is D and the radius is R.
Finally, the helicity-injection rate can be written in terms of
the threshold current, geometry, and rate of change of induc-
tance due to the length expansion of the current sheet:
K˙ ef f = m0Ithresh
2 L˙ D/2. s7d
The helicity content of the spheromak can be determined by
the use of Eq. s7d and knowledge of the inductance of the
current sheet expanding from the gun approximated as a co-
axial cylinder: L= sm0 /2pdlsheet lnsr2 /r1d, where r2 and r1 are
the outer and inner electrode radii, respectively, lsheet is the
length of the sheet sincluding both gun- and flux-conserver
regionsd, giving L,100 nH. By combining the two expres-
sions for L and K˙ , a geometrical relationship for the mag-
netic helicity introduced with each current sheet is obtained.
Integrating with respect to time, the helicity of the sphero-
mak can be predicted from knowledge of the threshold cur-
rent alone: K=9310−15Ithresh
2 Wb2.
B. Analytic expression of type II process
The inductance of a screw pinch can be expressed by
considering the limiting case where the column and return
current form a coaxial section of fixed geometry ssee Appen-
dix Cd. Before the onset of asymmetry and before a sphero-
mak is established sfor which cpol,ctor,cgun, i.e., before
flux amplification occursd, the injection rate can be stated as
K˙ ef f < 2LcgunI˙gun, s8d
where a simple model for L is given in Appendix C. Equa-
tion s8d states that helicity is injected when the current ramps
up smuch like energy storage in an inductord. In past experi-
ments, the axisymmetric period is brief due to the rapid onset
of a kink which has a time-varying inductance until satura-
tion smaking it a type I processd. However, under certain
conditions a fixed geometry is produced, discussed further in
the Results.
IV. RESULTS
Several experimental results are categorized here accord-
ing to the processes that give rise to inductive impedance:
either type I sL˙ term dominatesd or type II sI˙ term domi-
natesd.
A. Type I process: Helicity injection with current
sheets
By carefully programming the bank to deliver just suffi-
cient current to meet the ejection threshold it is possible to
push out a single symmetric current sheet from the gun. Fig-
ure 4 shows the evolution of this current sheet in schematic
and by use of a sequence of camera images obtained at the
midplane of the spheromak. As the current sheet is expelled
it grows asymmetries sof scale length, l!Rd and has the
appearance of a plasma “bubble.” The propagation time of
the current sheet out of the gun is typically Alfvénic
s,few microsecondsd. Also shown in Fig. 4 are snapshots of
the evolution of poloidal flux contour evolution from two-
dimensional simulations in SSPX geometry produced by
NIMROD simulations, reproducing the phenomenon.
Figure 5 shows a typical time history of the gun current,
voltage, and magnetic field at the midplane of the flux con-
server as the bubble is pushed out of the gun. Initially the
FIG. 3. Schematic of the processes that govern the gun voltage in SSPX.
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voltage is determined by a fixed inductance and time-varying
current sVgun=LI˙gund as current flows in the gun, but when
Igun= Ithresh, the sheet expands from the gun and as it grows in
size, L grows to produce a 1600 V voltage spike. As the
current falls below the ejection threshold, the spheromak dis-
connects and the voltage falls to ,50 V sconsistent with a
short near the breech of the gund, after which the spheromak
decays. By using probes mounted at the edge in the gun, the
magnetic flux expelled from the gun is observed to increase
with time up to 15 mW, then falls quickly to zero in the gap.
By integrating the measured products of voltage and flux, it
is possible to show the helicity evolution fFig. 5scdg. In this
particular example, the helicity content of the spheromak is
accurately predicted by knowledge of the threshold current
alone: for shot 6814 where Ithresh=410 kA, K=1.5e–3 Wb2.
An edge magnetic coil, calibrated with CORSICA, gives the
helicity of the spheromak to be 1310−3 Wb2. Note that the
measured and predicted helicity contents of the spheromak
differ: after the current sheet has been expelled from the gun,
voltage falls to ,300 V until Igun= Ithresh. The measured he-
licity does not continue to increase after the initial voltage
spike, while the integral of 2Vguncgun shows a continued in-
crease.
B. Type I process: Helicity injection by multiple
current filaments
Figure 6 shows the current, voltage, and magnetic field
time histories for a new operating mode sfirst reported in
Ref. 16d that gives a continued increase of magnetic field
strength until the bank runs out of charge sshot No. 7226d.
By maintaining Igun, Ithresh, spheromak magnetic field
strength grows monotonically and 1.5 kV voltage spikes oc-
cur with a typical period of 10 µs. The voltage spikes raise
FIG. 5. Time histories of sad gun current, sbd spheromak poloidal magnetic
field strength at the midplane, scd helicity content, sdd gun voltage, sed in-
jected flux, and sfd helicity decay time.
FIG. 4. Illustration with fast camera images scourtesy of CALTECHd of the ballooning of a current sheet from the gun.
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the mean voltage by more than a factor of 2 compared with
other operating modes, giving the highest sustained rate of
injection for SSPX.
The origin of the voltage spikes is explored by use of a
number of signal processing techniques. Figure 7 shows the
auto spectra for the filtered voltage and field fluctuations,
their cross-power spectrum and their coherence. The voltage
fluctuations have a much broader spectrum than the magnetic
field fluctuations and extend beyond 100 kHz. For this analy-
sis, those signals above 100 kHz are filtered out as they
contribute only fractionally to the total signal. Still, it is sig-
nificant that the energy in the voltage fluctuations is finite out
to and beyond 100 kHz, whereas in the magnetic signals,
there are virtually no signals with frequency above 50 kHz.
Further, the voltage fluctuations have large amplitude from
low frequency up until 60 kHz: more than double the n=1
mode frequency indicating that the rotation of the dough-
hook sthat generates the n=1 mode signald is not by itself
responsible for voltage fluctuations svoltage fluctuation am-
plitudes are at minimum at the n=1 mode frequency of 25
kHzd. This is shown further by a low cross power at all
frequencies other than the n=1 mode frequency, and the sig-
nals are coherent sg.0.6d only at the mode frequency
sabove 50 kHz, coherence becomes meaningless as the mag-
netic signals fall to insignificant amplituded. The weak coher-
ence is manifest also in the time-delay correlation. Figure 8
shows the correlation function for voltage and magnetic field
fluctuations in the gun sbetween two coils mounted 10 cm
apart verticallyd: the magnetic field appears to be well corre-
lated in time with r,1 falling to 0.5 over 40 or so micro-
seconds. There is not a strong time correlation between the
magnetic field and voltage: r,0.2, but the correlation is fi-
nite due to the n=1. In summary, voltage fluctuations at the
n=1 mode frequency appear to be coherent with those in the
magnetic field spectrum, however these frequencies repre-
sent only a small range in frequency over which the energy
of the voltage fluctuations is distributed sextending up to and
beyond 100 kHzd for which signals are incoherent and poorly
time correlated with magnetic field fluctuations.
Certain shots operated with slightly higher gun current
show a change of current path and a cessation of magnetic
field increase earlier in the time history. Figure 9 shows gun
voltage, current, magnetic field, density, and fluctuation am-
plitudes from one of these discharges: note that the magnetic
field rolls over at about 2 ms, and that the gun voltage
changes character from spikey to nearly constant sat
,200 Vd. What makes these discharges different is that the
edge toroidal field continues to increase throughout the shot
FIG. 6. Steadily building discharge.
FIG. 7. Auto power spectra from the filtered gun and field fluctuations, cross
spectrum, and coherence.
FIG. 8. Correlation of magnetic field with gun voltage ssolid lined and of
two magnetic field coils mounted on the insertable probes, separated by 10
cm vertically sdashed lined. If r is less than 0.5, the signals are said to be
weakly correlated.
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fFig. 9sfdg indicating a change of current path: current flows
increasingly into the flux conserver instead of returning to
the gun.
With both the signal analysis and knowledge of the cur-
rent path, we can build a heuristic model for the origin of the
voltage fluctuations sshown in Fig. 10d. It is the interaction
of the out-going and in-bound current paths that leads to
discrete reconnection events in the “nearly stuffed” gun. A
mechanism that would entail these properties would be the
expulsion of multiple filaments: the helicity that is carried by
this filament is additive to the spheromak helicity by further
reconnection processes, and so the spheromak field strength
grows with time. Further evidence for filament formation in
SSPX was presented by Ryutov,26 evidenced by electrode
tracks and argued on the basis of an instability arising from
the temperature and energy dependences of the particle recy-
cling coefficient.
While the voltage is set as a boundary condition in the
NIMROD simulations discussed in this work, it is still pos-
sible to simulate the effect of applying a high time-average
voltage for an extended period swhere in the experiment it is
the voltage spikes that raise the average voltaged. Simula-
tions of shot No. 7226 have qualitative and quantitative
agreement. With Spitzer temperature-dependent resistivity at
finite pressure speak be,6%d and constant thermal conduc-
tivities sisotropic x=100 m2/sd, a continued buildup of mag-
netic energy is observed for pulse times of increasing length
but shorter than the resistive decay time sFig. 11d. The initial
increase of magnetic energy in the simulation tracks No.
7226 is fairly good. As the plasma heats, the resistivity de-
creases and the resistive decay time increases, which allows
continued increase of the spheromak magnetic fields if the
gun voltage is maintained.
C. Type I process: Helicity injection by kink formation
Usually in formation shots, there is an initial axisymmet-
ric ballooning of the injector flux which injects helicity sand
hence magnetic energyd into the flux conserver. If the gun
current is programed to exceed the ejection threshold then an
asymmetry soon develops as a MHD kink forms on the geo-
metric axis. This transition is seen in SSPX in most shots and
is characterized in the mode analysis shown in Fig. 12. The
frequency of the n=1 mode is typically around 10–20 kHz.
Determining the coherence at the n=1 frequency, it is appar-
ent that the mode is globally coherent: the coherence is
around unity everywhere. The discrete Fourier analysis re-
veals a strong n=2 component during the period that the n
=1 is present. This is interpreted as a harmonic distortion
rather than a true n=2 kink of the toroidal flux. The reason is
that the n=2 phase change occurs at twice the rate observed
for the n=1.
FIG. 9. A steadily building shot that ceased to build part-way through the
shot.
FIG. 10. Schematic origin of the gun-voltage fluctuations.
FIG. 11. NIMROD simulation shows continued magnetic energy buildup
with a longer pulse.
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In NIMROD simulations large n=1 MHD perturbations
are observed when the plasma is strongly driven by the elec-
trostatic field, shown in Fig. 13. The poloidal magnetic field
perturbation at the outboard midplane is dBzsn=1d /Bz
,10%; however, the n=1 relative perturbation amplitude is
,25% averaged over the volume in the simulation. Although
the toroidally averaged fields in the NIMROD simulation
indicate that a mean-field spheromak has formed with flux
amplification similar to SSPX shots, the Poincaré surface-of-
section plots for tracing the magnetic field lines indicate
short, open field lines until the driving voltage has been
crowbarred sshorted outd, which allows the symmetry-
breaking perturbations to resistively decay and closed flux
surfaces can then emerge.11,23
D. Type II Process: Helicity injection by pulsing
current along a fixed kink
Usually, the vacuum magnetic field is programed to be
radial across the mouth of the gun which can inhibit ejection.
The IdL /dt term, can be minimized by programing a pre-
dominately vertical vacuum field, as shown in Fig. 1, and is
much like that used in the NIMROD simulations. By pulsing
the gun current twice along a predominately constant induc-
tance path the magnetic energy increases in a step-wise man-
ner.
Two 450 kA current pulses can be produced as shown in
Fig. 14sad by firing each half of the formation bank sepa-
rately, at 1 ms after the sustainment pulse-forming network
has fired. Also shown in Fig. 14 are the following: sbd result-
ing gun voltage speaked twice at around 2 kVd; scd total
magnetic field energy as inferred by a magnetic field coil at
the midplane calibrated with CORSICA; and sdd plasma line-
averaged density measured on a chord through the magnetic
axis. Close timing of the two pulses gives an increase of the
stored magnetic energy from 18 to 26 kJ, after which time,
the spheromak decays. In this way, the highest magnetic
fields yet observed in SSPX are produced s0.35 T at the wall
and 0.7 T at the geometric axisd and the ratio of the edge
field to the injected current is higher by 25% than the previ-
ous scaling. CORSICA infers that the increase of the magnetic
energy is attributable to an increase of the total current en-
closed by the separatrix, i.e., pulsing increases the fraction of
current flowing on closed field lines from 210 kA to 350 kA
san increase of ,70%d. During the second pulse, the density
is temporarily increased by a factor of 2, however, it falls
rapidly to a level that is consistent with most discharges
FIG. 12. Mode analysis for formation shot No. 3099. Note the initial n=0 mode, followed by the n=1 mode sand various harmonicsd.
FIG. 13. sad Vertical magnetic field Fourier analyzed in angle measured just
inside the major radius of the spheromak at the vertical midplane for a
simple cylinder simulation as a function of time. sbd Magnetic energy inte-
grated over volume Fourier analyzed in angle as a function of time. Simu-
lation parameters: bicubic finite elements s24324d, six toroidal Fourier
modes, E0=100 V/m, h /m0=1/2 , tA,10−5 s , tr,8310−2 s , n
=1021 m−3 , mion=103 mh , xi =103 m2/s , x’=10 m2/s , vA=23106 m/s.
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formed with 450 kA. The gray line on Fig. 14sdd shows the
attained density after around 100 shots swith intermittent Ti
getteringd, and by marginally increasing the programed
vacuum field. It is lower compared with the original shots
indicating that the large increase of density during the second
pulse can be attributed to poor surface conditioning, and the
introduction of dense edge plasma. However, irrespective of
surface conditioning the density collapses after the second
pulse to a similar level obtained on the first pulse.
Figure 15 shows a plot of the gun voltage against the
rate of change of injected current for a typical pulsed shot in
order to demonstrate the phase relationship between voltage
and current for these discharges. The process is identified as
inductive by the linear proportionality between V and dI /dt.
Note that the absolute magnitudes differ: the first pulse has
an inductance of 0.27 µH and the second has
L,0.2 mH—this is discussed below sand also in Ref. 25d.
There is also evidence for the buildup of magnetic energy
along the geometric axis during the second pulse that is sud-
denly redistributed in a single event spaper submitted to
PoPd.
While the n=1 is the dominant mode during the second
pulse, the spectrum is quite broad: similar amplitudes out to
n=5 indicate a strongly driven configuration, and fluctuation
amplitudes are comparable to more usual modes of operat-
ing. There is no clear indication that current sheets are ex-
pelled from the gun, instead probes inserted across the mouth
of the gun show a very strong asymmetry s100% variations
of poloidal and toroidal field thered. This is symptomatic of
the rotation of the current column that gives rise to the n
=1 mode. The asymmetry is not observed at the midplane of
the spheromak, where calibration errors can explain a 5%
systematic asymmetry in the poloidal fields.
However, asymmetry is manifest quite strongly at the
divertor and lower flux conserver indicating that the injected
current path extends from the gun to the divertor. This path is
substantiated by the observation of high wall currents shigh
edge toroidal fieldd, and by camera images that reveal bright
asymmetric patches. Camera images do not reveal a large
kink at the geometric axis slike those observed by Lindbergd,
presumably because the impurities burn through to higher
ionized states and do not radiate in the visible.
Typically, the temperature profile during the decay of the
second pulse is peaked at the magnetic axis at around 120
eV. Figure 16 shows a typical temperature profile sat 1.6 msd,
just after the second pulse. PTS was scanned throughout the
time history and shows the highest temperatures at around 2
ms. At 1.3 ms, just before the second pulse, the average core
temperature from a number of shots is ,80 eV. The local
electron b is typically higher after the second pulse and
reaches ,6% in the core.
Increasing the time between pulses results in a quasi-
steady sustainment of the configuration. Figure 17 shows the
time histories of the current, voltage, magnetic field, and
average core electron temperature obtained from 15 similar
shots. While the spheromak fields remain finite, the tempera-
ture is caused to fall during the pulses due to a large influx of
cold plasma, giving also a high density for the second pulse.
However, measurement of the b profile before and after sec-
FIG. 14. Results of double pulsed operation with the n=1 mode.
FIG. 15. V vs dI /dt for pulsed buildup for shot 11170.
FIG. 16. Temperature profiles for pulse buildup.
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ond pulse indicates that confinement recovers after the col-
lapse with the radial profile and magnitude of b returning to
the prepulse level.
We used NIMROD to simulate the effects of driving
spheromak formation with two voltage pulses. The first volt-
age pulse forms the spheromak, which is then allowed to
decay by crowbarring the driving potential. Closed field lines
emerge when the symmetry-breaking perturbations are less
than a few percent in volume-averaged magnetic energy. The
second pulse builds the magnetic energy to a higher level,
and there is evidence for a fourfold increase in the volume of
closed flux from the first to the second pulse and an increase
in the total flux amplification from 4.7 to 5.1 at the times
when the driving voltages were crowbarred and from 4.0 to
4.45 in decay when the good flux surfaces shown in Fig. 18
occurred. These increases are not attributable to the decrease
in the total dissipation sas the resistivity is not temperature
dependent in this simulationd. The driving time for each
pulse was 31 ms, and the vertical electric fields near the outer
radial boundary of the pillbox were 100 V/m in both pulses.
The mass density in this simulation is ,104 greater in the
simulation than experiment; both velocities and times scale
with the Alfvén speed so this corresponds to ,0.3 ms in the
experiment. Higher temperatures were achieved after the sec-
ond pulse than after the first pulse s95 eV at 0.14 s vs 78 eV
at 0.056 sd. The peak plasma electron b in the simulation was
<4% at 0.14 s, equivalent to 1.4 ms in the experiment.
V. DISCUSSION
Four operating modes have been presented alongside re-
sistive MHD simulations showing qualitative and quantita-
tive agreement. The essence of these operating modes was
presented in Sec. II, namely, that the processes that most
usefully transfer helicity from the gun to the spheromak are
inductive, can be expressed in simple analytic form, and can
be harnessed by carefully programing the bank. We find that
two new operating modes give a more favorable scaling of
the magnetic field with the injected current. These new scal-
ings are shown in Fig. 19. We discuss each of the features of
these operating modes as follows.
A. Inductive origin of helicity injection and the role of
reconnection
There are several more features of Eq. s7d that warrant
consideration: the rate of helicity injection depends on how
quickly one is able to push out a current sheet, and it is
FIG. 17. From shot MF+5 No. 10223: sad gun current; sbd gun voltage; scd
edge poloidal field at the midplane; sdd density from chord through the
magnetic axis; and sed average core temperature from a series of nominally
identical shots.
FIG. 18. NIMROD simulations of double pulsed operations.
FIG. 19. Scaling of B vs I for operation with n=1 mode ssolid lined, opera-
tion at the ejection threshold sempty circlesd, and double pulsed operation
ssolid circlesd.
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possible to imagine the production of multiple current sheets.
Considering the rate of injection: a less massive sheet would
eject more quickly given the same forcing term, and hence
one might expect there to be a sensitivity of the injection rate
with gas species. This sensitivity has been observed in
SSPX, particularly in shots for which there is a high pressure
prefill. The production of multiple current sheets has also
been observed to occur spontaneously in the experiment, and
some attempts have been made to control the ejection.27
However, magnetic reconnection is necessary in order for
multiple current sheets to be expelled.
The rate of change of inductance can be expressed as in
terms of the ultimate inductance of the loop and a time t: for
the single current sheet, t is the time taken for the plasmoid
to fully disconnect from the gun. This description requires
reconnection: it follows that if the plasmoid does not discon-
nect, so that another current sheet can form, the helicity of
the system is defined explicitly in terms of the inductance
(defined by geometry) and the current, for which the sphero-
mak helicity will remain in proportion to Igun. This propor-
tionality is observed in the experiment for many modes of
operating as presented in Fig. 19 and so the linear scaling
can be understood as the growth to maximum inductance of
an ultimately fixed inductance current path, without recon-
nection. sThe pressing question for such a geometry-defined
helicity is the following: what limits the minimum radius of
the column? An arbitrarily small column would give an ar-
bitrarily large helicity content, for example.d
Helicity should ramp down as per Eq. s8d, but this is not
observed. There are no negative voltage spikes observed in
the data. This can be explained somewhat trivially: the flux
that is injected remains trapped in the flux conserver and
cannot escape, and certainly if it did shift vertically into the
gun then it would generate a negative voltage spike. Such
vertical instabilities have been observed in SSPX under some
unique conditions, but are not evident here.
The steadily building discharges could be described in
terms of a “Roman Candle” effect whereby a current fila-
ment initiates at some point in the gun and is absorbed by the
spheromak at the x point near to the mouth of the gun. The
precise nature of this process remains to be determined, but
would have ramifications for galactic magnetic fields, which
still require mechanisms, perhaps of this nature, to generate
large flux amplifications.
B. Scaling of the results to more interesting regimes
Consider first the operating mode in which Igun, Ithresh
for extended periods. As time goes on with the voltage drive
fixed in NIMROD the magnetic energy in the simulation
surpasses the experiment. The results shown in Fig. 11 sug-
gest that extending the pulse coming from the driving capaci-
tor bank can be beneficial in the experiment.
If the bank could be programed to deliver a train of
pulses, how strong could the magnetic field become? The
limiting spheromak magnetic field from multipulse injection
is determined from the pulse repetition rate 1 /T and the
spheromak decay rate tK, set by resistive losses. Using the
helicity balance equation, dK /dt=2cgVg−K /tK, the limiting
helicity content can be found. Defining the helicity input
from each pulse DKg=et
t+dt2cgVgdt, where dt is the pulse
width of each pulse in the pulse train, and assuming constant
tK, the limiting helicity content is given by K‘=DKgh1
−exps−T /tKdj−1. This relation balances the input rate from
each pulse with the helicity decay between pulses DKgh1
−exps−T /tKdj and is for the helicity at the end of each pulse.
In this case swith T=300 ms and tK=1000 msd, one would
expect K‘=3.8DKg, providing of course that the spheromak
dissipation time does not grow with time, in which case there
may not actually be a limit to the buildup of helicity.28 Per-
haps surprisingly, we see a doubling of core temperature
from the first to the second pulse, which is evidence in favor
of such an optimistic projection. However, we are assuming
also that DKg does not change on each pulse swhich seems
not to be the case here: Vgun is lower on the second pulse by
almost a factor of 2d. Thus, a natural experiment is to add
third and even fourth pulses, and monitor the temperature.
This is unfortunately not presently possible in the experi-
ment.
Given observed scalings, a simple model has been gen-
erated to determine the requirements to reach higher tem-
peratures. The equations used in this model are to be found
in Appendix A. Three scalings based on observation are
used: s1d the scaling of temperature with density and field at
approximately constant b;15 s2d the scaling of density with
gun current, in approximately linear form; and s3d the new
scalings for the magnetic field with gun current presented
here. A Bessel function model is used to infer internal field
and current profiles, scaled to a measured edge magnetic
field to calculate J in the core and hence the Ohmic heating
power and a heating time. This heating time determines the
minimum time constraint on the sustainment bank. Hence the
size of the sustainment bank can be determined, given also
an observed coupling efficiency. We can also calculate the
electrode heating, given calorimetry performed on the inner
electrode. Given constraints on electrode heating sdue to sur-
face meltingd, and on bank size sdue to costd, we are able to
determine which operating mode is the most favorable to
explore in the future.
As an example of the model, consider the usual SSPX
discharges for which we have observed 200 eV with 400 kA
on the formation bank and 200 kA on the sustainment. The
core temperature is 200 eV, edge field is 0.26 T, core density
is 7e-19 m−3, total magnetic energy is 22 kJ sin agreement
with CORSICAd, the coupled formation bank energy needed to
achieve this is 150 kJ, the ohmic heating time is 0.3 ms, and
would require a sustainment bank of only 400 kJ to maintain
stability until 200 eV is reached. The simple scaling model
shows that for pulsed operation, it would be possible to pro-
duce a 1 keV spheromak by producing two pulses of 1 MA.
An intermediate step to attain this would be to install a
modular bank that would pulse two pulses of 600 kA sor a
train of lower current pulses at 400 kAd. Such a scenario
would allow the production of a 0.5 T, 500 eV spheromak.
Such a step would be necessary for further testing of both the
scaling model and the NIMROD simulations.
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VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated two new operating modes in
SSPX that raise the scaling of the field to injected current
significantly above what has been obtained previously. We
understand the helicity-injection processes that cause this in-
crease in scaling to result from inductive processes in the
plasma. Comparison with NIMROD simulations, operated in
SSPX-similar parameter space, shows similar features for all
of the experimental operating modes. Using a simple scaling
model and the understanding gained from scalings observed
in the experiment, we are able to predict what bank modifi-
cations need to be made in order to produce a spheromak of
a given temperature. Further, we indicate that a bank modi-
fication should give rise to 500 eV spheromaks. This modi-
fication is therefore a necessary step towards the production
of high temperature plasmas, which would give additional
scaling information and would serve as a critical test for
NIMROD code.
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APPENDIX A: SCALING MODEL
The scaling model entails the following linear scaling
relations observed experimentally:
TeseVd =
bs%dBp
2sTd
2m0nesm−3d
, sA1d
BpsTd = c1IgunsAd , sA2d
nesm−3d = c2IgunsAd , sA3d
WBsJd =
Bp
2sTd
2m0
DVsm3d , sA4d
EbanksJd = WBsJd/fs%d , sA5d
where f is the empirically derived efficiency of formation,
which is typically small s,10% d. The time taken for the
plasma to heat to a given temperature is determined by the
Ohmic heating power calculated by a Bessel function ap-
proximation for the magnetic fields scaled in proportion to
the edge poloidal field Bp, and a Spitzer resistivity:
theatssd =
k
c3
2
5
T5/2seVd , sA6d
where k=en and c3=5.2310−5Zef fuluJ2DV.
APPENDIX B: SHARP BOUNDARY MODEL
Here we use a simple slab model to illustrate the ejection
threshold. Toroidal flux is generated by axial current flow in
the inner electrode and poloidal flux is generated by the in-
jector solenoid. Injector gap distance is D, and has a radius
Rs@Dd. We assume that the poloidal flux becomes com-
pressed into a channel of width d and length l. The toroidal
and poloidal fluxes are then written as
F = BqsD − 2ddl , sB1d
C = 2pRBpd . sB2d
By setting the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field compo-
nents to be equal smagnetic pressure equal at thresholdd, the
magnetic energy can be expressed as
WB =
CFD
2m0dsD − 2dd
, sB3d
then by minimizing the magnetic energy with respect to the
flux-channel width sdW/dd=0d one obtains d=D /4. The
threshold for ejection can be written simply as lcrit=4/D
swhere a slab model would give p /Dd. For SSPX, lcrit
,19.1 m−1.
APPENDIX C: INDUCTANCE OF A COAXIAL SCREW
PINCH
In the axisymmetric approximation, a column has a mag-
netic field
B =
m0
r
E
0
r
jsrddr . sC1d
Assume that the current is returning in a cylinder at radius rm
and length Lm. The magnetic energy is thus
W =E B22m0dV = pLmm0E0
r dr
r
FE
0
r
jrdrG2. sC2d
Suppose the column has a radius a, the current is I, and the
current density is flat. Then, we can write
W =
Lmm0
4p
I2HE
0
a dr
r
FE
0
r S r
a
D2drG2J , sC3d
Bin =
m0
r
E
0
r
Jrdr =
m0Ir
2pa2
,
Bout =
m0I
2pr
,
W =E B22m0dV = pLmm0 FE0
a
Bin
2
rdrG + FE
a
b
Bout
2
rdrG
=
Lm
16p
m0f1 + 4 lnsb/adgIgun
2
and given
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W = 1/2LI2,
L =
Lm
8p
m0f1 + 4 lnsb/adg ,
which yields the inductance in terms of the ratio of flux
conserver-to-column radius swhere the current returnsd.
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